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Hot Water: The Indispensable Luxury 
The critical importance of high-performance water heating  
to a successful bathroom project, whether new or retrofit  

BY JASON FLEMING 
NORITZ AMERICA CORPORATION 

ot water is central to any luxury bathroom. It’s the fuel behind the cleansing, 

relaxation and rejuvenation promised by the myriad tub fillers, showerheads, 

hand showers and body sprays that are de rigueur in today’s luxury bathroom. 

Said differently, abundant supplies of hot water at the desired temperature are the engine 

that drives consumer satisfaction in the bath. 

But professional bathroom designers and consultants too often assume that a client’s 

existing mechanical systems will accommodate any new, more powerful bells and 

whistles they have specified or sold for a new or remodeled bathroom. Besides, the nuts 

and bolts of hot-water delivery are the responsibility of the plumbing sub along with all 

the rest of the “behind-the-wall” apparatus, right?  

Successful bath design professionals know they are selling a total experience, not just a 

collection of products. In luxury bath sales, hot-water delivery systems may play an 

unglamorous, behind-the-scenes role, but one that is no less critical to a client’s ultimate 

satisfaction. 

As always, it comes down to understanding what is important to your customers, and then 

matching their lifestyle needs to the particular benefits of various water heating solutions. 

These days, a growing number bath design professionals are happily discovering the 

excellent fit of tankless water heating with their work. 

H 
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WATER HEATING 101 

The most common method of heating water in the United States is with conventional 

tank-style, storage water heaters, which heat and store 30 to 75 gallons of hot water like a 

thermos, regardless of immediate need; i.e., the unit is cooking water even if no one is 

taking a shower or washing clothes.  

Tank-type water heaters generally have about 70 percent usable capacity, meaning a 

typical 50-gallon tank has about 30 to 35 gallons of truly hot water in reserve for usage. If 

demand runs higher than usual over a short period — a family taking back-to-back 

showers in the morning or a vacation home packed with guests — the reservoir can run 

dry, resulting in tepid or downright cold water temperatures until the heater has enough 

time to recover.  

Let’s put this into perspective: A standard tank-style heater in a comparatively cold 

climate could deliver enough hot water to power two, 2.5 gallons per minute (gpm) 

showerheads and three 1 gpm body sprays long enough to take a four-and-a-half-minute 

shower. (35 gallons of stored hot water divided by 8 gpm = 4.4 minutes). 

A newer technology (for the United States at least), tankless water heating performs the 

same hot-water delivery function as a conventional water heater. But if properly sized for 

the application, it does its work in seconds, rather than hours. This savings in time 

translates into exceptional gains in energy efficiency and a reduction in fuel bills with no 

sacrifice in comfort or convenience.   

As name indicates, there is no hot-water storage with tankless technology. Instead of 

heating stored water 24/7/365, tankless units fire up only in response to actual demand. 

Somebody needs to turn on a faucet, a shower or an appliance.  

By using more powerful gas burners, a tankless water heater will boost the temperature of 

the cold-water coming into the unit much more quickly than a tank heater can, providing 

a continuous flow of hot water at the preset temperature. (If household hot-water demand 

outstrips the capacity of a tankless unit — two or three people showering simultaneously 
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or operating the clothes washer — the flow rate will likely fall, but not the temperature of 

the water.) 

Beyond speed, there are significant differences in the energy consumed by conventional 

tank-style and tankless heaters.  

 The average tank-style heater offers a 60 percent efficiency rating (six of every 10 

dollars spent on energy produces hot water), while conventional tankless units average 83 

percent.  

 Condensing tankless water heaters use a second heat exchanger to capture even more 

heat from the combustion process, raising efficiency to more than 90 percent.  

 Both types of tankless water heater will maintain this thermal efficiency rating 

throughout their 20-year life expectancies, whereas the efficiency of a storage-type unit 

will drop over its eight- to 10-year lifecycle.  

Based on Energy Guide values, replacing a standard 50-gallon electric water heater with 

a gas-fired condensing tankless water heater can reduce annual energy costs by more than 

60 percent, or $318 annually. The higher efficiencies of tankless water heaters may 

qualify for tax credits as well as additional state and local utility incentives.  

HOW TO PROPERLY SIZE 

Tankless water heaters are sized by calculating the required temperature rise at a given 

flow rate, or gpm, for an application. That is, how many degrees must the heater raise the 

incoming water temperature to deliver the preset temperature at the outlet? Most 

manufacturers offer sizing guides or interactive online software that help determine the 

unit best suited to a family’s particular hot-water demand.  

Plumbing system designers and installers consider the following three variables in 

making this determination: 

 The flow rate (gpm) required to meet peak hot water demand in a household; i.e., 

first thing in the morning when several people are taking simultaneous showers in 

different bathrooms. 
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 The cold-water input temperature: the temperature of the water entering the 

tankless unit (cold water input). 

 The hot-water output temperature: The desired, or preset, temperature of the water 

exiting the unit (hot water output). 

The difference between the input and output temperatures is called the temperature rise, 

or Delta T. For an application in a Northern city like Chicago, the incoming water 

temperature during the winter months would probably be around 40°F. As a result, a 

home would need a Delta T of 70°F to yield a comfortable 110°F shower.  

Using our earlier example of an application requiring a flow rate of 8 gpm for two, 2.5 

gpm shower heads and three, 1 gpm body sprays, we would need a water heater capable 

of delivering 8 gpm at a 70°F rise. Note: This simplified calculation necessarily presumes 

other hot-water outlets and appliances in the home are not operating while the shower is 

running. 

SMARTER HOT WATER 

As noted, tankless gas-fired water heaters are more energy-efficient than conventional 

tank heaters. That’s because they operate on-demand, eliminating the need to maintain a 

large supply of water at a preset temperature at all times in perpetual anticipation of 

usage.  

They also eliminate the unwanted surprise of a cold shower. By maintaining a steady 

flow rate at a preset temperature, a properly sized tankless water heater will keep your 

customers from ever running out of hot water.  

Two other key benefits of tankless water heating include: 

 Cleaner water: Continuously heating water in a vessel, such as storage water heater, 

inevitably generates sediment that accumulates at the bottom of the tank, undercutting 

water heater performance and shortening its life cycle. In addition, because of all that 

sediment, the hot water coming from such a unit isn’t terribly clean. Technology exists to 

suppress scale buildup in tankless water heater systems, providing cleaner water for 
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showering and clothes-washing. In addition, by preventing scale buildup, this technology 

also maintains the energy efficiency of the unit even after many years of use 

 Zero footprint = design flexibility: Tankless units are compact and hang on a wall, 

so they can fit into places that where tank units simply won’t. In fact, tankless water 

heaters can be located virtually anywhere inside the home, which means these heaters can 

also be installed closer to the point of use — such as a new master bathroom. This 

proximity should result in reduced waiting time for hot water, a luxury most homeowners 

would happily embrace.  

Bath design professionals do not readily gravitate to the task of selecting and sizing water 

heating systems or any other mechanical aspect of a project. It’s not your comfort zone. 

But recognize that taking a more comprehensive approach that includes mechanical 

system considerations will enhance your value to your clients, while ensuring the 

performance of the space you are helping them to create. 

Without your professional oversight, the luxury bathroom of a client’s dreams might well 

turn into a nightmare. 

# # # 
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